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SOCIAL DISORGANISATION AND SELF-ORGANISED
CULTURAL PRODUCTION IN BELGRADE – BLOWUP

Mirjana Boba Stojadinović
1.At some point in time a pop-up on the ACTOPOLIS1 website link announced thatthe project was “exploring Europe in times of transformation”. Without having an ideaof what we are transforming into or really apprehending what we are transitioningfrom, it is hard to grasp where we stand right now.The Belgrade edition of ACTOPOLIS, titled “Formally Informal: Belgrade Self-Organised Cultural Production”,2 is oriented towards questioning the circumstances inwhich we find ourselves today, looking deeply into the practices of culturalprofessionals and their mutual differences and achievements, and trying to avoidimagining we are a unified group and understandable to one another. Because we arenot. Moreover, the more particular and specific each of us is, the more challenging andvital cultural production becomes.The urban cultural sphere in Serbia, particularly in Belgrade, has drasticallyaltered over the past twenty-five years. The internal and external circumstances of thecountry’s statehood have changed due to the demise of SFR Yugoslavia (whose capitalwas Belgrade), civil wars, full international sanctions,3 monetary inflation, hugedemographic changes, civil protests, bombing, the decay of one political regime and itsreplacement with another – and another and again another – territorial fragmentation,a decrease in living standards, economic instability, etc. In the meantime, the contextsthroughout the European continent have themselves been engulfed in turbulentprocesses.In the former Yugoslavia, time is usually referred to as “before” or “after” the1990s. The 1990s tested all aspects of civilisation, and everyone failed. Doing art backthen was (in generalised terms) either nationalist and opportunist or critical and
1 ACTOPOLIS | The Art of Action is a seven-city transnational lab co-produced by the Goethe-Institut

and Urbane Künste Ruhr (www.actopolis.net).
2 Even though the term “self-organisation” is ambiguous, it is used here to retain consistency in the

language of a three-year project, applying to a specific spectrum of meanings, some affirmative, some critical.
If at some point after the completion of the project we find a better term to describe what we currently
understand as “self-organised”, the term should definitely be changed.

3 These applied to, among other things, sport, culture, education, and medical supplies.
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subversive. Broadly speaking, nationalism– which, as a discourse of “conqueringfreedom”, empowered the defence of the “new old” geographies among the ex-Yugoslavrepublics in what had formerly been a shared Yugoslav state – was welcomed in thecultural sphere as a means to glorify the past and the present and prophesy a brightfuture for the nation, i.e. the nation-state.4 This kind of committed art was encouragedand granted awards by the state administration and its institutions. At the same time,some of the people engaged in culture had a more critical approach to the systematicviolence, and their involvement in the public sphere was suppressed in many ways andoccasionally directly censored.In the next decade, with the formal change in politics (the departure of Milošević,the establishment of pro-Western democrats), this polarity shifted in such a way thatcritical became opportunist, and nationalist became subversive. So it happened that acertain number of individuals who had stood by critical art in the 1990s were nowsupported as much by the new political elite – and by the resources they had at theirdisposal – as by the foreign funders who had backed them prior to the political changes;their practice today can be seen as having exhausted all the material and symbolicresources available at the time, leaving very little to others, particularly the youngergenerations. On the other hand, anyone interpreting a position that sheds light on thequalities of cultural expression in Serbia in the broadest sense has been ridiculed withinthe framework of the newly established dominant political regime and treated withdisdain as a potential source of criticism and scrutiny, an enemy of the future in whichthe notion of culture in Serbia has become something to be ashamed of.In the decade we find ourselves in today, it is clear that the bright and beautifulfuture will not arrive any time soon, so subversive culture has become opportunist andcritical culture has become nationalist. In reality, the process of neo-liberalisation isongoing at all state levels, from the privatisation of the health system, education, andculture to all areas of social ownership, industry, etc., with a simultaneous expansion ofthe administration. What could have been a productive legacy of the critical tendenciesof the 1990s in the cultural field is now failing to take root and struggling in vain to finda new axis around which to orient itself, thus losing its critical bearings to the point ofbecoming counterproductive and self-destructive. On the other hand, pointing to anyposition other than that of explicit power (whether real or a symbolic position oneclaims for oneself) – as well as the mere intention of concentrating on content ratherthan form – is seen as an act of futility, out of keeping with the demands of the moment.Otherness is unacceptable, punishable even, within seemingly diverse social and
4 Svetlana Boym, The Future of Nostalgia (New York: Basic Books, 2001).
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political circles, which only shows the degree of similarity in the way these circles alloperate. In the absence of a definition of otherness (if this is perceived at all), it iscurrently being labelled as a “protagonist” identified with the undesirable by-productsof nation-states.Since 2000 many state institutions have been closed down – some permanently,some temporarily – including the National Museum, the Museum of Contemporary Art,and the annual October Salon; one can observe the development of an events industryand the festivalisation of cultural production with an emphasis on amateur and folkloricproductions, and hence a lack of support for process-based professional productions.The official cultural policies express a preference for “cultural institutions” over culturalprofessionals who are not employed in state institutions, creating an atmosphere ofpolarisation – even though everyone is, in fact, underfunded.Outlining the general circumstances of cultural production not only in Serbia andBelgrade but also on a much wider scale, reveals what one might call “socialdisorganisation”: “a state of society characterized by the breakdown of effective socialcontrol resulting in a lack of functional integration between groups, conflicting socialattitudes, and personal maladjustment.”5 The practice of self-organisation is in directrelation to social disorganisation, even if here self-organisation very often feels“foreign” and grafted onto us – although I would say that essentially its practice hasbeen very much “domesticated”. In an attempt to keep up with the tendencies ofWestern society, particularly since 2000, most of the social and political concepts inSerbia seem to have been imported as ready-to-use, critically unchecked, and locallyuncalibrated, with an uncanny feeling of a “collective failure of imagination”.6 Thequestion we are going to tackle here is, what kind of urban culture survived thischicanery, and what substance and significance does it retain today?The Belgrade edition of the ACTOPOLIS project lands in this particular urban(art) context. It is focused on the specificities of relevant non-institutional culturalproduction manifested in performative research. The programme brings togetherfourteen artists, art groups, activists, and cultural practitioners of very differentorientations, whose practices resonate with the questions of what, how, and for whomcritical urban culture is produced in times of ongoing crisis, refracted through self-organised methodologies. What characterises the economy of cultural independence inSerbia fifteen years after the beginning of the century and twenty-five years after thecountry’s social meltdown? What is the critical potential of self-organisation in culturalpractices? To what extent can self-organisation secure the autonomy of thought and
5 http://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/social%20disorganization
6 Martha Rosler, “Culture Class: Art, Creativity, Urbanism, Part II”, e-flux journal 23 (March 2011).
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action in the arts? To what extent is self-organisation an alternative to non-functionalinstitutions and what role does neo-liberalism play in this?
2.The Goethe-Institut Belgrad, as the co-producer of ACTOPOLIS, came up withtwo lines of production: on the one hand, City Guerilla (Gradska Gerila)/Goethe Guerilla(GG) and Urban Incubator (UI) – both masterfully coordinated by Zorica Milisavljević –and on the other, a selection I curated and coordinated.GG and UI were initiated by the Goethe-Institut in 2010 and 2013 respectively –in the meantime they have become more or less independent in terms of theirorganisation and finances. Despite using different methodologies, both initiatives fosterhands-on knowledge in urban practices rooted in Savamala – an area undergoinggentrification – giving young people access to a much-needed realm of learning throughexperimentation.Their participation in Formally Informal was focused on an exploration of whatthey had achieved so far and the outlook for future productions. GG ran a workshop,“Self-Organisation and Internet Architecture”, led by Jelena Vojvodić (an archivalworkshop focusing on an overview of what had been achieved in the previous sixyears), and, together with GG, UI did a workshop “How to organise an organisation” ledby Marijana Cvetković and Marko Pejović (on best-practice models and new self-organisational skills). The workshops were valuable self-reflective gestures enabling usto comprehend and sum up what had been produced up to that moment and to look atpotential ways of working with the acquired knowledge, as well as the possibilities ofcollaboration and creation within the system that GG and UI are submersed in. GG andUI also used the ACTOPOLIS temporary venue to test their practices in a newenvironment, other than Savamala, and did a number of performances, talks, andpresentations during the first two weeks of May.In selecting my projects, I invited artists or cultural practitioners, with all theiraccomplishments, skills, and idiosyncrasies, to develop their approach, rather thancalling directly for projects (the only exception was Marijana Cvetković, who wasinvited to revisit the history of the Other Scene). They were intentionally chosen toexpress a high degree of diversity and to bring the different micro-politics of culturalproduction within the scope of the project, shedding light on Belgrade’s heterogeneouscultural practices and their impact on current economic, social, and political conditions.This diversity reflected an incredible bounty in production terms, even if it currentlydoes not receive full public and professional recognition and articulation: Will it ever be
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possible to attain an overview of the current cultural climate and its production, or willit remain just a vague and fragmented image of another turbulent era, as lasting andtrying as this one? How does the lack of state policy in culture and the social (orotherwise) position of the arts reflect in contemporary urban culture? Could this projectalso be about arguing for the value of “unplanned” and “messy” art in conditions definedby the current utilitarian neo-liberal pressure to produce and perform according to apre-given system?7Before the programme was publicly presented, the participants and I wentthrough an internal process of negotiating our individual positions: the artisticbackgrounds we came from, what we wanted to achieve within ACTOPOLIS, and howwe should do it. Some participants didn’t know each other, others didn’t appreciate eachother . . . Mistrust and defensiveness, rather than curiosity, were in the air. Self-reflection on artistic everyday practices seemed like a completely foreign concept,although in the end everyone did their best to consummate it. Over several months wefostered unlikely alliances – the intentional temporality of the project’s spatial formatreflected the temporality of the group.Instead of using the existing venues or spaces for culture that bear a distinct auraof their founders, managers, artists, and audiences, a conscious decision was made tostage Formally Informal primarily in a rented ground-floor apartment space in thehistorical urban neighbourhood of Dorćol8 – which is currently going through a processof gentrification – throughout May 2016, when the majority of the programmeshappened.The apartment itself is part of a post–World War I house, which had had itsstairway-entrance door bricked up, while another one had been opened directly ontothe street in the last decade or so, during which time it had served as a café club (BlowUp) for about a year and otherwise accommodated a private working space. Though ahybrid space, it had never before been used for culture and most likely never would beagain. It was a neutral ground for everyone, where a unique bunch of projectparticipants and audiences intersected with each other. We were experimenting withthe possibility of communicating while occupying9 this temporary space together. It was
7 This argument needs a lengthy explanation that cannot be accommodated in this text.
8 The name of the neighbourhood comes from the Turkish words dört (four) and yol (road), meaning

“an intersection (of four roads)”, “a crossroads”. During the Ottoman occupation of Belgrade (16th–18th
century), Dorćol was a well-known trading centre, with many markets and traders of different nationalities; it
was also the centre of Belgrade’s Jewish community (both Ashkenazi and Sephardic), who remained there until
World War II. During the Austrian occupation of northern Serbia (1717–39), Lower Dorćol was the seat of the
court of Prince Eugene of Savoy.

9 See Hito Steyerl, “Art as Occupation: Claims for an Autonomy of Life”, e-flux journal 30 (December
2011), http://www.e-flux.com/journal/art-as-occupation-claims-for-an-autonomy-of-life-12/.
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curious that all the exhibits, performances, and discussions were carefully layered andamalgamated one with the other, day after day – not least on the physical level, withinthe space.10A few programmes happened outside the apartment, in public squares, inalternative underground cultural centres like Matrijaršija, or even in a private house inthe outer suburbs of Belgrade. The other Belgrade independent venues that directlyrelate to the project – Magacin u Kraljevića Marka (MKM8), Remont Gallery, Art SpaceU10, Oktobar, Kvaka 22, Cultural Centre Grad, and the Centre for CulturalDecontamination – are scattered all over the city.The Formally Informal project examined the ways in which we are dealing withthe newly emerging conditions in Europe, which are in part the conditions that havepertained in Serbia for over twenty-five years – namely, a situation of permanent socialand economic crisis. Do these new circumstances, as trying as they might be, in factstimulate new creativity in the attempt to overcome them?The response the individual artists and activists gave to the overall theme ofFormally Informal was very different, in keeping with the initial idea. Some of theparticipants tried to pinpoint the agency we use in facing the discontinuation of cultureas we know it (Ristić, Radić, Cvetković, Sekulić/Đorđević, and Nikolić), othersperformed their practices (Vučetić, Radoš/Karić, U10, and Cvetić), while a third groupused activist means to address relationships established on the outer limits of thecultural field (Milikić/Kurepa, KURS, and Ramujkić/Treister).
Irena Ristić questioned the essence of the notion of “self-organisation” framingthe Formally Informal project by talking to ten artists and activists. Ristić shaped herresearch around the “self-organised cultural scene”,11 which in itself encompasses a setof relations that are known from the past and which can, as a term, be seen as utopic.She produced a multi-channel sound installation, “Rehearsal: The Superstructure andModelling of the Self-Organised Scene in Belgrade”, through which she examined thepotential of contemporary cultural practices of collectivity, togetherness, and commonsversus individual endeavours.12 By performatively recapitulating her research in frontof an audience she arrived at two key points that could be used to define self-organisation in terms of a causal relationship: ideology and financial resources.
10 Recordings of all the discussions (*in Serbian) can be listened to here:

https://www.mixcloud.com/actopolis2016/.
11 The overall guiding concept behind the Formally Informal project was “self-organised cultural

production”.
12 The separate interviews (*in Serbian) can be listened to in their entirety here:

https://www.mixcloud.com/probaneformalno/.
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Nikola Radić Lucati and Marijana Cvetković questioned the conditions thatallowed the appearance of practices that we today call “self-organised”, spanning theperiod from the beginning of the 1990s to the mid-2000s. Aleksandra Sekulić/Ivica
Đorđević elucidated one of the curious phenomena coming out of these circumstances,while Aleksandar Nikolić produced a current map of Belgrade’s visual arts venues andtheir programmes, where there is no distinction made between those founded by agovernment body (be it local, state, or foreign) and the alternative, marginal, andexperimental ones, which are most often temporary.

Aleksandar Nikolić started working on a map of monthly gallery programmesfrom scratch and on his own, experimenting and establishing contacts for about a year.Formally Informal was fortunate to have given him the final push to launch the map,which is now published monthly and distributed for free.According to Nikola Radić Lucati, fragile historical times, as exemplified by theonset of the wars in the former Yugoslavia, played a decisive role in the shaping of whatwould become the non-official/independent cultural scene. In his documentary-analytical artwork Expiration date: Disappearance of Cultural Institutions as a Function
of the Investment Cycle he dealt with the strategic removal of valuable artefacts frommuseum collections and churches in Croatia and their temporary housing in institutionsin Serbia with the onset of the war in the early 1990s. Although at the time this wasmainly hidden from the public, he finds that in retrospect it was precisely this moment –when actions were taken “in our name” by the official cultural and state institutions –that would produce a strong civil reflex opposing these institutions and their mainlynationalistic exhibits as the mainstream cultural rhetoric of the time and creating whatRadić called the second,13 third, etc., scenes.Some of the most prominent initiatives that came out of this search forsomething alternative and new back then, which was as far as possible from officialinstitutions and their programmes, was the Low–Fi Video festival and the videoproduction scene (1997–2002). Aleksandra Sekulić and Ivica Đorđević, as the activeparticipants of the original festivals, revived the microcinema archive and screened thefilms that had won awards in a two-day event, evoking the continuity of radicalamateurism in SFR Yugoslavia within the framework of current alternative spaces likethe Centre of Urban Culture Imago and Matrijaršija. The low-key productions back thenmainly brought together young enthusiasts around film, video, music, and comics andnurtured some of the best professionals in these fields today, who have maintained aclose collaboration with fellow artists from other ex-Yugoslav republics.

13 This is a reference to the Second or Other Scene. For more on this, see Marijana Cvetković’s project.
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Druga scena, translated as the Other Scene (but also meaning “second scene”),was informally established in 2005 as one of the first platforms bringing together someof the key contemporary art professionals and organisations from Belgrade at that time.In her published text “The Other Scene: The Self-Organised Belgrade Scene” Marijana
Cvetković, one of its founders, considered the ideological shift in Serbia fromMilošević’s government in the 1990s to the new, liberally oriented government of theearly 2000s and the influence this has had on city politics, particularly in culture. Theinternal dynamics of the Other Scene put it in a clear leftist position that insisted on thepoliticisation of art and culture and a clear-cut relationship to activism. Cvetkovićexamined the dissolution of the Other Scene in 2012, as well as the failure of the ever-growing independent scene today to keep alive the memory of the Other Scene as apiece of cultural history and honouring it not least for having acquired the Magacinspace on the street Kraljevića Marka in 2006, which remains the only space earmarkedfor independent culture in Belgrade.

Anica Vučetić, Marija Radoš/Miroslav Karić, the Art Collective U10, and
Mariela Cvetić performed the artistic positions and practices of different generations ina variety of ways.

Anica Vučetić’s Initiatives focused on the conditions in which she and her peerslive and work, particularly the ways they organise among themselves in areas relatingto the legal status of a visual artist. Her highly enjoyable picnic in the suburbs ofBelgrade was an unpretentious yet generous gesture that resulted in a memorable –though exclusive – day summing up the problems artists are facing in the professionalfield here. It is interesting that in the entire Formally Informal project this was the onlyplace where the considerations of the market appeared as one of the key foundations ofart production. For Vučetić, performatively recharging one’s own resources would meanrecharging not only intellectually but also socially at the level of one’s immediatecontacts.Using very different methods, Ristić, Vučetić, and Cvetković used ACTOPOLIS asan opportunity to “touch base”, to communicate and give voice to their peers, and to re-confirm the bonds that essentially knit together their immediate artistic and culturalcircles.
Marija Radoš and Miroslav Karić of the Independent Association of Artists

Remont invited four artists whom one would almost never see in the public space (onemight almost call them marginal) to an intimate and experimental pop-up exhibition oftheir works in the ACTOPOLIS apartment. This kind of spirit of sharing is at the heart oftheir practices. It also reflects the non-mainstream, yet recognisable tendency to value
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and support marginal art in Serbia’s cultural environment.14 Radoš and Karić expressedsome of the burning political concerns they/we face here:This . . . situation without any further analysis draws attention to a turbulent environment thatpreserves imbalance and constant feelings of weakness and nausea in individuals who have to live,work, create, evolve, and stay functional in it. In that sense, . . . we, as perennial participants of thisFrankensteinian, transitional non-system of culture, wanted to point out the importance of anindividual, personal experience. With this “careless” exhibition . . . we also wanted to highlight theimpracticality of models we still inertly apply in this altered cultural landscape, as well as thewillingness and hope for a brave, more radical quest for a solution.15Remont is a group of professionals who are actively producing a contemporaryvisual art scene. Running a gallery space, producing exhibitions and long-term projects,juggling between sources of income, producing decadal and generational overviews(which has been a rather unique practice in the last fifteen years), co-hosting the veryimportant Dimitrije Bašičević Mangelos16 award for young artists, and producingvaluable books, they have succeeded in relating different pasts from before the 1990s topresent-day conditions.One could say that all this inhabits the margins of urban life – but is that as itshould be? It could turn out for the best, as inhabiting the margins gives a freedom thatis unknown both to those at the centre and to the outcast; it liberates art practitionersto voice what they observe and to produce what they find according to their personalstandpoints. Moreover, the margins could easily turn out to be the only possibleposition to speak freely from today, even though this voice may risk going unheard orbeing ignored or not being appreciated until long after the event.A very important point was made by Mariela Cvetić in her artistic statement onthe educational system, a system that ultimately shapes us into communal beings.Cvetić’s artist book and lecture performance “Gaudeamus Igitur: The Self-OrganisedArtist in a State of Domestic Agoraphobia” considered the unlimited (and free)intellectual and affective exchange that is at the essence of academia but which today isever more part of a fee-paying system. Her visual record of the floors of the numerouseducational institutions she went through takes us on a voyage of self-explorationinvestigating the influence institutions have on us and the ways we negotiate our pathsand choices, perhaps precisely in spite of the fact that we have simultaneously
14 See, for example, the Museum of Naïve and Marginal Art, www.naiveart.rs, or the Gallery of Naive

Art, www.naivnaumetnost.com.
15 Miroslav Karić and Marija Radoš, “Actopolis Belgrade / Studija individualnog slučaja” [Study of an

Individual Case], Supervizuelna: Magazine for Contemporary Art (blog; 21 September 2016),

http://www.supervizuelna.com/actopolis-belgrade-studija-individualnog-slucaja/.
16 Coincidently, Dimitrije Bašičević's father, Ilija Bosilj Bašičević, was a prominent artist of naive or

outsider art.
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internalised the limitations that have been imposed on us. Cvetić meditates on theambiguities inherent in the need to self-educate and self-organise while remaining partof aninstitution or society.While talking to Ristić about her project, Cvetić pointed to some of the crucialquestions we face today: Is subversion possible in the system? Is the ethical position theleast expected subversive path of today?Since 2012 some of the younger generations of artists back then have cometogether in the Art Collective U10 (Nina Ivanović, Lidija Delić, Nemanja Nikolić, Iva
Kuzmanović, Marija Šević, and Sava Knežević) to confront the issues of self-organisation in their daily practice of running the gallery U10, building it up fromscratch. The practice of U10 seeks, among other things, to contextualise the group’s ownartistic practices as well as the practices of the younger generation. The discussion thatfollowed the opening of the exhibition in the ACTOPOLIS apartment, which includedworks by U10, Irena Ristić, Mariela Cvetić, and Nikola Radić Lucati, concluded with ananimated discussion about the meaning and repercussions of an independent space likeU10 being funded by a foreign sponsor. Curiously, at the end of the discussion some ofthe more experienced cultural practitioners expressed a self-critical position regardingtheir dependency on foreign funds.Throughout the project, revealing contradictions emerged – leftist artists arguingfor unequal payment; precarious workers advocating the corporate system ofproduction; public discussions that faced away from the interested audience; a critiqueof a self-(un)reflexivity that excludes one’s own position . . . Then again, some of theambiguities in the project were brought out intentionally as a means to question theboundaries of the field being researched, like inhabiting a private apartment space in anarea that is currently undergoing gentrification or producing a project on self-organisation in the context of a large-scale national institution such as the Goethe-Institut.It was interesting to see how many of the invited participants are referencing theYugoslav socialist past as an exemplary state, social, economic, or philosophical model –at least in theory– basing their aesthetics and rhetoric on it. At the same time, many ofthem have, consciously or not, been shaped by cultural project management and few ofthe projects have been produced in a complicit manner with the ongoing (liberal)models of cultural industry. Even the word itself – project – makes one think ofprojecting something (onto something else), leaving us wondering what is it that we areprojecting or what is projected onto us.
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Nebojša Milikić/Tadej Kurepa, KURS, and Vahida Ramujkić/Noa Treistereach negotiated particular social issues from their artist-activist position. As ithappened, all of them claimed group authorship.In terms of questioning the (inherited) social system, Milikić and Kurepainquired into the dynamics operating in the lives of the lowest social classes in theperiphery capitalism they consider Serbian society finds itself embedded in. Inspired bythe local conditions, their project Kamendynamics produced a proposal for a mural ofclass relations that includes all social strata, from families (including Roma, refugeesfrom Kosovo, etc.) – some of whom receive social help and all of whom live in highlycontroversial state-supported social living apartments in the new Belgrade suburb ofKamendin – all the way to the top politicians who exert power over these people’s livingsituations, and indeed all of us. In an effort to actually produce this mural in Kamendin,Milikić and Kurepa negotiated the execution of the mural with practically everyonesymbolically depicted in it: from local inhabitants, human-rights non-governmentalorganisations, local government, and agencies for social work to higher governmentalofficials. Milikić and Kurepa’s thesis is that visualising the class relations in the publicspace would actually liberate people living there from the feeling of guilt imposed onthem17 while at the same time educating them.Unlike Kamendynamics, KURS (Mirjana Radovanović and Miloš Miletić)focused on the central city area of Savamala and, in particular, on the “culture class”18engaged in the process of gentrification that is going on there. In a text titled “Carnivalamidst Ruins” that Iskra Krstić wrote for the new issue of KURS’s Wall Newspaper, sheproblematised the cultural production that manifests under the aegis of the hierarchiesof power – particularly the legitimatisation of the creative industries there and thereciprocal influence these exert on Belgrade’s citizens, along with large private capital –as part of a move to gentrify the broader area of Savamala.Remarkably, at the beginning of the public part of ACTOPOLIS, large civilprotests under the banner “Whose City?” took place on the streets of Belgrade,prompted by a violent night action evicting citizens and destroying their houses in theSavamala area. These protests are yet another case of citizen activities intended toprotect the idea of the urban living space against the will of the city government,whether it be in Kamendin or Savamala.
17 Namely, that poor people are guilty of being poor, that they are incompetent, uneducated, and

lazy.
18 Martha Rosler, “Culture Class: Art, Creativity, Urbanism (Part I, Part II, Part III)”, e-flux journal 21

(December 2010), 23 (March 2011), and 25 (May 2011).
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Under the common title “indivisible unalienable”,19 Vahida Ramujkić and Noa
Treister looked at practices of self-organisation in the field of knowledge acquisitionand labour rights. They engaged a number of notable participants, coming fromdifferent cities in Serbia and from different professional fields, in long publicdiscussions. Each discussion took place in the public space outdoors: the one dedicatedto “the relationship between the institutional, academic, and activist production ofknowledge” happened on the central Akademski Plato, and the other, dedicated to“work as property”, took place in the central part of the Konjarnik neighbourhood (postoffice, green market, library). They set out to identify an active society that self-organises for everyone’s benefit (in smaller or larger spheres) through platformsdedicated to particular questions such as living conditions, the social struggle, workers’and women’s rights, the right to education and knowledge, etc. These discussionshappened in public space as common space, and not simply as a physical environment,and they tackled the concept of property in the most explicit way.In addition, Sandra Stojanović, one of the younger generation of Belgrade’s visualartists, produced a series of critical blogs about the ACTOPOLIS Belgrade programmethat you can read on the project website.

3.Formally Informal was an attempt by non-institutional individuals – most oftencultural professionals and activists who are not satisfied with the system (and systemicframework) they find themselves part of20 – to articulate a sense of urgency tocommunicate through forms of culture and art that are oriented towards the public,from the bottom up. One could say that on a day-to-day basis these relations produce anon-commercial cultural climate of self-empowerment.Within the project, the notion of self-organisation itself was highly stimulatingand left no one indifferent: greeted with scorn, opposition, and denial at the outset, overtime it became more comprehensible but also tended towards the more or lessuncritical assimilation of the concept of self-organisation. The outcomes of the project’shighly intentional openness were often treated as incidental. In this way, some of theparticipants in turn censored the framework that hosted their works and projects –similar to the censorship their independent/self-organised cultural production hadbeen subjected to in the past by the bodies in power – overlooking the significant
19“Indivisible and unalienable” is the definition of socialist “public property” (društvena svojina).
20 Pinning down “the system” is indeed a treacherous task, but one could say that it is precisely this

diffuseness and inconsistency that today’s system is based on . . .
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contribution they made to the cultural scene. Having said that, invaluable support inunderstanding the topic came from the most unexpected quarters.21One of the biggest crossroads we encountered in trying to reach anunderstanding of the practice of self-organisation was the question of whether self-organising empowers one to be artistically proactive or whether it can also denote theinner power to face adverse circumstances with schemes that are less pretentious andproject-like. Self-organisation is definitely not a recipe for a self-sufficient system.Rather, it offers a certain distrust of options offered to us by the state or thecorporations (of late, it is ever more difficult to separate these) – a drop of our owncynicism as an antidote to the growing cynicism and mistrust that surround us at everypossible level, including disseminated mass self-organisation, which, it would appear, isprecariously self-exploitative.The term “self-organisation” is often identified as a neo-liberal term of alienationfrom the welfare state and a path of brutish one-way commercialisation of the arts. Yet,could it be reconceived as a daily practice for individuals (or, even better, a “multitudeof singularities”22) resisting ongoing processes of monopolisation in the arts andculture? Could self-organisation in such a case become a means of autonomy, opposedto the loss of the individual voice through its concealment in/by the crowd? Thedilemma we face should definitely not be this: Should I exploit myself or shouldsomebody else do it? In this way self-organised cultural production is forced into aparticular methodology as a means to resist circumstances.Unlike the notion of “independent” practitioners in culture – who oftendemonstrate financial and structural dependence, which overtime has revealed itself inthe practice of some of the non-governmental organisations since the 1990s23 –carefully and critically taking up the notion of self-organisation can be perceived as an
21 Not least from artists and curators Renée Turner, Simon Kentgens, and Jason E. Bowman, and

journalist Snežana Stamenković. I regret in the end not having been able to host writers and curators Jan
Verwoert and Federica Bueti in the project, whose contributions would have been vital in the general
discussion.

22 These ideas draw inspiration from, among other things, the conceptual practices of the “artist in
the first person” from the 1970s, which convey the vulnerability and exposure experienced by singularities –
rather like Agamben’s “whatever singularities”.

23 Non-governmental organisations can be defined as follows: “Rapid development of the non-
governmental sector occurred in western countries as a result of the processes of restructuring of the welfare
state. Further globalization of that process occurred after the fall of the communist system.”
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Non-governmental_organization#History.

Numerous foreign funds, from Soros to ProHelvetia and national funds, joined forces in the early
1990s to support numerous individuals and non-governmental organisations throughout the former
Yugoslavia, thus bolstering civil society and opposing it to the state in order to strengthen “independent
culture”. All this happened in times of extreme civil disobedience and opposition to the government. Around
twenty years later, as the general situation seemed to be calming down, the funders withdrew. “Independent”
cultural production had been set in motion, hungry for any source of support, which often came in the form of
EU funding.
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individual aspiration towards establishing an active relationship with the circumstancesof production in the second decade of the twenty-first century: What is today’s economyof creative, critical, and intellectual needs and their conditions of production?Formally Informal was not developed as some kind of consolidation plan – andeven less as a plan of action for the contemporary cultural scene. Essentially, FormallyInformal opened up a space of reflection that is otherwise difficult to find. The multitudeof approaches addressed issues of relevance for culture at a time when modernistmodels have become obsolete and are confronted with the pressures exerted by ahighly questionable model of neo-liberalism. The project examined ways in whichartistic and activist agency deals with newly found circumstances questioning theoverall frame that subdues or appears highly unfavourable to the slowly developing(which is not necessarily a bad thing) cultural production of an essentially modernistheritage. What urban urgencies does one face in circumstances that question the veryessence of creativity, or do these new conditions stimulate new creativity in the attemptto overcome them?This project questioned the constraints of standard project production. Largenumbers of professionals and activists in contemporary arts and culture have reached apoint of oversaturation with ideological questions, being burdened at the same timewith practical questions of how to survive both professionally and personally. However,on this occasion we did talk at length about this issue in numerous in-depth discussions,while participants produced valuable work dealing with neuralgic points.Finally, the name of the café that used to occupy the space of the apartment –Blow Up, after Antonioni’s movie – was an omen. What is it that we have tapped intohere, what is it that we have put under the magnifying glass? What is it that we havecaptured, only to elude us?
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Further reading:
Documentary video on ACTOPOLIS Belgrade – longer version:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=edRm1UYAnx4; shorter version:https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2YO6H-xdre0.Blagojević, Jelisaveta, Politikenemislivog:Uvod u ne-fašističkiživot(Belgrade:Centarzamedijeikomunikacije, FMK, UniverzitetSingidunum, 2014).Boym, Svetlana, TheFuture of Nostalgia(New York:Basic Books, 2001).Ćurčić, Branka, “Autonomous Spaces of Deregulation and Critique: Is aCooperation with Neoliberal Art Institutions Possible?”, in “Progressive Institutions”,

Transversal (June 2007), http://eipcp.net/transversal/0407/curcic/en. See also BorisBuden’s commentary.Denegri, Ješa, Opstanak umetnosti u vremenu krize (Belgrade: Cicero, 2004).Hebert, Stine and Anne Szefer Karlsen (eds.), Self-Organised (London/Bergen:Open editions/ Hordaland Kunstsenter, 2013).Hubeli, Ernst, “City-culture versus City of Culture?”, inM City: European
Cityscapes(Graz: Kunsthaus Graz, 2006).Jakšić, Jasna, et al., From Consideration to Commitment: Art in Critical
Confrontation to Society (Belgrade, Ljubljana, Skopje, Zagreb: 1990–2010), e-bookproduced as part of the LTCA project implemented by SEEcult.org (Belgrade, Serbia), incollaboration with Artservis.org (Ljubljana, Slovenia), Forum Skopje (Skopje, Macedonia[FYROM]), and Kulutrpunkt.hr (Zagreb, Croatia),http://inseecp.blogspot.gr/2011/04/e-book-art-in-critical-confrontation-to.html.Karić, Miroslav, and Marija Radoš, “Actopolis Belgrade / Studija individualnogslučaja”, Supervizuelna: Magazine for Contemporary Art (blog; 21 September 2016),http://www.supervizuelna.com/actopolis-belgrade-studija-individualnog-slucaja/.Mickov, Biljana, Kulturnatransformacijagrada (NoviSad:ZavodzakulturuVojvodine 2015).Montman, Nina (ed.), Art and Its Institutions: Current Conflicts, Critique and
Collaborations(London: Black Dog Publishing, 2006).Phelan, Peggy, Unmarked: The Politics of Performance(London/New York:Routledge, 1996).Ristić, Irena, “Ka novim vidovima samoorganizacije: superstrukcija imodelovanje lokalne kulturne scene” (forthcoming).Rosler, Martha, “Culture Class: Art, Creativity, Urbanism (Part I, Part II, Part III)”,
e-flux journal 21 (December 2010), 23 (March 2011), and 25 (May 2011).
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Stamenković, Snežana, “Actopolis Beograd”, Supervizuelna: Magazine forContemporary Art (blog; 26 October 2016), http://www.supervizuelna.com/actopolis-beograd-3/.Stanković, Maja, Fluidni kontekst:Kontekstualne prakse u savremenoj umetnosti(Belgrade: FMK, Univerzitet Singidunum, 2015).Steyerl, Hito, “Art as Occupation: Claims for an Autonomy of Life”, e-flux
journal 30, (December 2011).———, “Freedom from Everything: Freelancers and Mercenaries”, e-flux
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